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I
Wright State University

Campus Communication

Date:

November 1, 1974

To:

All Faculty Members

From:

John Treacy, Chairman, Faculty Agenda Committee

Subject:

FALL QUARTER FACULTY MEETING, Tuesday, November 12, 1974;
3:30 P.M., Fawcett Auditorium

I.
II.

Call to order.
Approval of Minutes of Spring Quarter Faculty Meeting, May 14, 1974.
Please note the following correction to those Minutes:
Page 1, IV. B., 3rd paragraph should read 
"The Agenda Committee presented the names of two nominees:"

m.

Report of the President.

IV.

Report of the Provost.

V.
VI.

Report on AcademiCl Council Activitj' by.Itqe Vice President of the Faculty.
Old Business:
No items carried over from il:j)73-74 academic year.

VII.

New Business:
No items offered for this meeting.

vm.

Adjournment.

Agenda Committee:
J. Treacy, Economics, 486B Allyn
B. Dreher, Speech, E453 Millett
R. Thobaben, Political Science, 431W Millett
J. Myron, Management, 477A Allyn
L. Winslow, Computer Science, 495C Fawcett
JT/el

GENERAL FACULTY MEETING
Fall Quarter
November 12, 1974
I.

II.

The first quarterly meeting of the academic year was called to order by the Vice Presi
dent of the University Faculty, John Treacy, at 3:40 P.M . , in Fawcett Auditorium.
Approval of Minutes of Spring Quarter Faculty Meeting, May 14, 1974.
Correction was made in Item IV. B., third paragraph, which should read:
"The Agenda Committee presented the names of two nominees:"
Minutes were approved by voice vote.

m.

Report of the President, Mr. Kegerreis reporting.
Mr. Kegerreis prefaced his report by directing attention to its being of fiscal nature and
oriented to the new Regents' budget requests, the kind of support that will be proposed by
the Regents to the legislature. He made note of the concern in relation to faculty and
staff salary increases and the ever-increasing cost of living, a concern shared by the ad
ministration.
The Regents' biennial total budget figure is an approximate 70% increase over the last,
and one that will require some explanation when presented to the Governor, the various
state financial committees, and the legislature. This total is broken down into five broad
categories, the fifth being the most thought-provoking. This latter concerns itself with
the possible delegation of some of the Regents' authority in the establishment of regions
and districts within the state of Ohio. In considering this type of planning, one wonders
about the concept, the necessity for it, and the effectiveness it may achieve. Mr.
Kegerreis stressed he was not judging nor casting doubts on the Regents's budgeting, but
found it "provocative" to the mind. His affirmative thought was that if this budget is
adopted, it will be a "giant step forward for higher education in Ohio" in that it will bring
the state from the bottom to the middle of the list showing how much the various states
spend on higher education.
The Regent~ are defending their proposed budget as their effort in trying to cope with in
flation (and Mr. Kegerreis here mentioned that some items in the University budget have
actually doubled in cost in the past biennium). The second line of defense of the budget
is the resumption of enrollment growth in the universities; the third justification being a
change of "faculty mix" (the overall total of faculty remaining reasonably static and faculty
remaining in the educational field were moving toward higher salaries engendered by more
years of service and experience).
After extended study of subsidy formulas, it has been decided to remain with "student en
rollment" as a basis for subsidy. An increase in the number and precision of subsidy
models reflects more closely the cost of the programs than before (general studies became
three models; doctoral became two, etc.).
In addition to the attempt to cope with inflation, the Regents further support their increased
budget as their response to points delineated by the higher education task force. A lowered
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student-faculty ratio and increased accessibility to higher education would make for a real
need for increased subsidy. To accomplish the latter goal, making enrollment available to
added segments of the population, fees would need to be reviewed. Mr. Kegerreis stated
his confirmed feeling that students' fees should remain where they are, not be increased,
and - where possible - thought should be given to reducing them. Even holding the student
fees as they are would in time make them appear to have been lowered due to other in
creased costs. Another avenue of accessibility would be to increase instructional grants
to prospective students from disadvantaged economic backgrounds. The total allocated in
the proposed budget for improvement in this area is $212, 000, 000.
Another goal is the lowering of the percentage of overall costs contributed by student fees;
state ratio has been about 40-60 and the goal is about 25-75. However, Mr. Kegerreis
expressed his thought that the legislature would feel the need to have the students share in
the increased cost of the proposed budget.
The Regents feel the continuation of occupational education is to be encouraged, even to the
extent of formation of recruiting and referral centers for the referral of students to techni
cal colleges. Mr. Kegerreis wondered if the University could not also have a budgetary
item for the hiring of recruiters. Supposedly the idea behind recruitment is that "not
enough people who need it know about technical education and everyone knows about uni
versities".
The concept of "life long learning" has been a part of Wright State and its future and this
concept appears to have been adopted by the system, because the Regents are attempting to
introduce some subsidy for continuing education. Toward this, $22, 000, 000 has been al
located for the various segments. This also represents the Regents' acknowledgement that
it costs more money to enrolll part-time students than full-time ones. Whereas at Miami,
for instance, the enrollment of one student generates more than one F. T. E. for that uni
versity, Wright State would have to process approximately 20, 000 students in order to
generate the average of 12, 300 full-time equivalent students on campus.
Other points discussed briefly by Mr. Kegerreis included agricultural research and develop
ment grants, health manpower (related to forming more medical schools and enlargement
of existing ones), medical student education loans, option for loan cancellation for medical
students, residency and graduate programs in medicine, and recruitment of disadvantaged
students. Also mentioned was the establishment of family practice departments in all med
ical schools in Ohio, a step taken by the legislature, and a confirmation of a need expressed
by Wright State in requesting a medical school. The need for residency grants is shown
by the fact that half the residency positions in the state of Ohio are filled by foreign-trained
persons.
Also mentioned was the amount set aside for the Regents' staff, five and a half million
dollars.
In summary, the problem presents itself of convincing the legislature that higher education
in Ohio deserves and needs the support incorporated in the Regents' proposed budget.
Turning to Wright State's current budget situation, Mr. Kegerreis reminded those present
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that this year's budget (the second year of the biennium) was prepared very carefully and
all sources of income were considered (monies saved last year, interest money, and fees
from anticipated increase in enrollment). Since there was no surplus budgeted and income
has been only what was expected, having the expenditure rate ahead of what was budgeted
creates problems. Mr. Kegerreis stressed the need for cooperation and understanding on
the part of all in regard to unoudgeted requests for expenditures.
Mr. Kegerrels explained, by illustration, the allocation of subsidy money based on student
enrollment. A university having a predicted enrollment of eight thousand students, receiving
subsidy in the amount of a thousand dollars per student, would receive the eight million dol
lars in subsidy even if enrollment was only 97% of the figure anticipated. He then pointed
out a "96% rule" which cushions the effect of a sudden decline in enrollment, but should that
university fall below 96% of predicted enrollment, it would not receive the full allocated
amount.
Continuing, Mr. Kegerreis brought to light that last year Wright State over-earned the
money set aside for it by having an enrollment larger than the figure charted by Regents,
but was able to persuade Regents to pay all except $70, 000 of the over-earned amount, This
unpaid amount went toward assisting Central State and those universities whose enrollment
did not reach charted figures. The underestimation of enrollment for Wright State was pro
tested.
The critical situation which has developed this year ls the result of Wright State again over
earning allocated subsidy plus an upward enrollment trend at all state-assisted universities
with the exception of Ohio University. Therefore the universities have enrollments above
the 96% rating, ensuring their receipt of full subsidy, which puts Wright State at a disadvan
tage in bargaining with Regents for the amount of over-earned money. This amount for the
fall is $700, 000, which actually the Regents have the authority to shuttle to Ohio University
to help them in their crisis. Mr. Kegerreis expressed his willingness to receive any sug
gestions on ways and means to pressure for this amount of money. since that amount was
included in the current budget. In essence, Wright State is being penalized for success.
Part of last year's settlement terms was that the Board of Regents this year would pay first
where subsidy was earned, but there is at this point no assurance that they will have the
"fortitude" to allow Ohio University to "drift" in order to pay our subsidy. In a legal, tech
nical sense the University did not earn the extra subsidy because it was not appropriated
for Wright State. The University faces the possibility of a major budget revision in the
middle of the year; cooperation is therefore needed in a two-fold sense - in curtailing un
budgeted requests for expenditures plus offering valid logical justifications that might be
used to encourage the Board of Regents to pay this $700, 000.
Mr. Treacy questioned if there were at this time any details available concerning the vari
ous programs to be funded should the Regents' proposed budget be accepted.
Mr. Kegerreis stressed the lack of information. and assured faculty that if the legislature
appears to be taking a serious view of the programs encompassed in the budget, pressure
will be brought to bear to obtain guidelines so that the University might take advantage of
available funds.
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In response to a query, Mr. Kegerreis mentioned that the situation at this time rests on
"tentative" data: the exact amount of over-earned subsidy has not been determined, it is
not certain exactly how much some departments might not spend of their budgets, the exact
spending rate cannot be established since we have had only one full month of the academic
year, and there is no way of knowing if unbudgeted requests will continue as they have
during that one month.
Broached from the faculty was the query as to whether the establishment of the regional
centers by the Board of Regents might bring forth an assigned budget rather than the Uni
versity malting up its own budget.
Mr. Kegerreis replied that there had actually been no explanation of the role to be played
by the regional centers, but budgetary review power might possibly be one of their assign
ments. He stated the head of the center would be known as a "convener".
Discussion was turned to the projected increase in salaries , and Mr. Kegerreis stated the
administration would try to work with an 8% increase as a minimum, even if the University
does not get a substantial increase from the state legislature. He stressed the welfare of
the faculty had become of such importance that it might well be put ahead of some programa
tic requirements. If the sacrifice of some of the niceties enjoyed now is needed, Mr.
Kegerreis felt the University community would support that stand, feeling that family income
situations are of prime significance.
Mr. Kegerreis was unwilling to voice a conjecture on the possibility of the legislature being
favorably receptive to the Regents' budget. Further, he made known the verbal restrictions
placed on all universities and the Regents' staff, that no one was to even suggest the lower
ing of the total figure or the elimination of any portion of the programmed budget. The
Chancellor felt any doubts introduced might raise questions in the minds of the legislative
body, resulting in hearings, reviews, time-consuming analysis of every item.
The question was asked as to why the approximate $700, 000 was included in the budget when
there was no guarantee of receiving it; Mr. Kegerreis replied there had been no guarantee
the University would not get it. On the other hand there had been indicative signs that would
lead the administration to believe the money would be forthcoming - there had been no clue
that an upswing in enrollments in the fall in most universities would occur and the University
had received over-earned subsidy last year. The administration must make a choice betwee1
being ultra-conservative and reasonably optimistic.
Mr. Kegerreis summed up with the hope that he had provided a basis for the acceptance of
a controlled budget by the University community.
IV.

Report of the Provost, Mr. Spiegel reporting.
Mr. Spiegel firmly agreed with Mr. Kegerreis in the depth of concern related to salary
increase but, too, cautioned that "a price must be paid" in some other area, whether this
be less funding of the Library or some service area.
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In definition of the non-budgeted items now being requested, Mr. Spiegel stated that both
he and Mr. Murray are being flooded with "needs" - added secretaries, administrative
assistants, office facilities for these, added office machines, etc. He spoke again of the
great amount of care and review given to the budget last spring, with the end result of
feeling that needs had been met and that there would not be a great many changes made.
He went on to point out that even if the over-earned subsidy were awarded the University,
the budget could be in trouble if these requisitions continued, so Deans as well as all
budget people have been asked to learn to t•say no" instead of having this fall solely to
Mr. Murray and himself.
Mr. Spiegel again spoke of the matter of tenure, now being considered in Academic Council.
He restated the position of the administration: no thought has been given to the changing of
anyone's status on the faculty and no future consideration of that is planned. The idea he
has mentioned, in an effort to solicit faculty feeling, has been the hiring of persons for
specific limited terms - an extended Visiting Professorship, for instance - where the term
of employment might be for three or perhaps four years. He recognized that in some areas
persons would not be available for this purpose but there would be in others. Mr. Spiegel's
receptiveness to inquiry concerning this idea was emphasized.
The last item mentioned by Mr. Spiegel was the conjectures resulting from the salary
information published in the Guardian. He felt that not all information on the salary notice
would be willingly shared by those faculty involved, even though the salary itself is "public
information". Therefore, the entire budget is being placed in the Library, for any intereste1
person to view. Faculty salaries are line items. Errors in the Guardian occurred through
lack of differentiating between nine- and twelve-month contracts, etc. Mr. Spiegel readily
acknowledged that there are areas within the University requiring higher salaries, since
much higher outside offers would drain the University of its people if the administration did
not bring salaries into comparable range.
The matter of student-faculty ratio was briefly discussed. The approximate ratio at
Wright State of one to twenty-one is about average for the state in public institutions, private
schools running somewhat less. This was mentioned as being a point of concern where in
discriminate funding of private schools is considered.
V.

A.

Report of the Vice President of the Faculty, Mr. Treacy reporting.
The extensive review and/or revision of the University Promotion and Tenure Document
now being debated in Academic Council is an effort to supply a need for the 1975-76
year. Rather than having an endless referring-back of items to the Faculty Affairs
Committee, it is hoped that "pushing these items to a vote in Council" will result in
a working document for the coming promotion and tenure cycle. The Faculty Affairs
Committee will "standardize" the document in its entirety and present it to Academic
Council for final vote. Mr. Treacy reminded faculty that the acceptance of the
document by the Council, or any action by that body, is subject to the review of general
faculty.

v.

B.

Mr. Treacy introduced Mr. Ahmad, Chairman of the Faculty Affairs' sub-committee
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on Faculty Benefits and Welfare, for a presentation concerning disability insurance
for faculty.
Disability insurance for the faculty has been under review for the past four years,
and Mr. Ahmad said a sample vote (or poll) will be taken at this meeting to ascertain
feeling toward the plan now to be presented to the administration.
Those covered in the plan would be full-time faculty and unclassified staff at the Uni
versity, in the neighborhood of 600 persons; those joining in the future would need a
waiting period of one year for effectiveness of the policy. Presently a person must
serve at Wright State for five years before eligible for disability income; those having
less than five years of service have no coverage unless through a private plan.
Under the plan being reviewed, if a person were disabled for a long period of time, the
University would pay his entire salary to him for the first six months. Then the plan
would take over, paying him 60% of his salary, with a maximum of $15, 000 per year.
Another facet of the plan is annuity benefits, an additional means of providing supple
mental income whether one is covered by retirement or not.
A further feature is the automatic increase of 3% per year to offset increases in cost

of living.
Mr. Ahmad gave examples which pointedly showed the difference in retirement benefits
available from s. T. R. S. for the person under 45 and the person over 45. The 60% of
salary assumed to be paid to each retired person by S.T.R.S. applies to the younger
person, making the added benefits of the L. T. D. plan being discussed of added im
portance to faculty over 45.
Cost was the next factor reviewed: T.I.A.A. offers the best plan for the cost (Mr.
Ahmad pointed out that figures given would be approximate since change has occurred
since the University first made inquiry). The total cost for approximately 600 persons
would be about $50, 000. Cost per person would be approximately $6. 00 per month. The
administration has indicated this would come from the total compensation budget.
The disadvantage to the person joining S. T. R. S. at an older age was discussed since
the formula for arriving at retirement benefits begins with the subtraction of the mem
ber's age from 60/65 and then the addition of the number of years of service - this
figure will remain the same no matter how old the person gets and no matter how many
years of service accrue. The only recommendation would be to join at a very early age.

.,

Mr. Treacy asked for a show of hands of those in favor of the Faculty Benefits and
Welfare sub-committee obtaining firm figures or quotations for presentation to the
general faculty and to the administration. This was not a vote to approve the plan,
but rather a signal to the group to proceed toward obtaining a definite plan.
The hand voting showed all present, except one, in favor of the sub-committee pro
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ceeding in the establishment of a definite policy offer.
Mr. Ahmad pointed out that this plan would be a "bargain in price" since individual
plans could not be obtained for $6. 00 per month, and the cost at enrollment in a pri
vate plan varied much depending on the age of the enrollee.
VIII.

/el

No further business was introduced; the motion given, seconded, and carried for ad
journment at 4:48 P. M.

